A counterexample in ANR theory  by van Mill, Jan
‘I&we is an AR X ad a non-AR Y and a cmtinuous surjeation f: X + Y so that each 
point-heme p”‘(y) is an AR. This solves a problem of Borsuk. 
AMS Subj. class. (1379): SJCSS 
AR ARWBp C&map 
&or~u8 r&12.16] has raised the follow@ well-known problem: If X is a compact 
ANR and the continmti surjtction f :X-, Y has AR’s fur point-inverses, i  Y an 
ANR? Sde’s theorem, [IO, p* 6041, gives’s positive answer to this que:stion under 
the additbnal hypothesis that Y is finite dimensional, [Z, 12.141. Interesting partial 
-r’s to Bobuk’s’@esti~n we& && obtaW& by Konlowski [7]. In this paper 
we wili give a counterexample to Borsulc’s problem, Our Fnstxuction can be adapted 
to&W-a c~~~t&-&Mis*s~tio~~~Q~ Y’&&$tTheW&&ube Q onto a non-AR 
Y 8o tia4 t;Bch p&t-inve&& is&tipy 6f-a 6x&&$eWti &MS ti &set (Anderson [ 11). 
m uxresponding p&lem for ceM4ke (03 CE) maps was solved !y Taylor [ll]. 
He prbauccs ri: CET &@f : ‘x 4 Q fronii’ ‘4 &&$p&&&~ 2 -oata Q which Is not a shape . _ 
d&b&q X & a &tiet of” Q &M ‘t&ing the adjunction F : 8 + 
‘Cl3 i&p M Q onto a *non-AR.’ ICeas& [S] observes that Y is 
elfe&re &WE not have the shape of any ANR. 
&MHru&it3n sib US ayIo?s example and the map F and the space Y 
in a copy QO of Q in a very special way attowing us 
& su&Qa,$& J!J of Qi ‘iSx&iining Q EinaS n e&&ion f : Z -9 Y of F 5x3 
se f-$1 it the u&m of tviro Hilbert cubes intersecting pxcisely 
we define two decomposition spaces YO and Y2 of GO and a 
Ys of YO with decompo&ion maps which all have Hibert 
int-inverses. Using results of Chapman [4] and Kozlowski [7] we then 
Yr, ig an AR and that, assuming Yl is sn AR, the space Y d 
thus contradicting Keeshng’s result. -. 
f . 0, “, n‘ 
ughout rhis paper all space ark separable metric. Let X be a 
tet A c X be closed and let f : A -) Y be a continuous surje 
.rpct~ X uf Y is the spao:; we get from X by idef rtifying each 
to tf single point. We usually regard Y to be a subsptzcr: of X uf Y. 
I am indebted :o R.D. Anderson and D.W. (Curtis for some helpful comments 
during the preparation of this pager. 
t X be a compact space. A closed subset 1Y C= X is ealkd a Z-W (Anderson 
[ f 5, provided that for each E > 0 there is a con!inuous function fa : X + X - Y which 
es the points less than F, i.e. d( fe, id) < e. 
denotes the Wilbert cube ny [w-l., l] and n;, : Q 3 [-1, I] is the projection onto 
th coordinate. A Hilbert cube is a space homeomorphic to Q. If A c Q, then 
C(A) denotes the closed convex Ml of A, i.e. thie interzectio inearly 
conva:): subspaces of Q containing ,4. In adtditiorr, aclosed s is said 
anti-corauex in Q provided that for anytwo disjoint closed subsets A, 19 c X 
the mnvex hulls C(A) and C(B) of A and B are also disjoint, 
The following Lemma is the key to our construction. 
1.4. Lemma. Let X be a compmt space. Then there is alrt embeddhg (p : X + Qso Hmt 
fi9 d)(X) iJ; a Z-set; 
(ii9 for any two disjoht closed subsets A, B c I< f.ltere isan n E hi SO that q&A) = 
_- I and n,& (19) = 1. In particular, (B (X) is tmti-cmvex inr Q. 
Q. Let %! be a countable open basis for JC and let 
ddition, let $ be the collection of all finite intersections of 
ae?z closed subset A of X is the intersection of all elements t 
is compact, disjoint closed subsets of X are containc 
or any y&r (E, F) of disjdilt elements of 8 $ick 8 U 
l,I]sothatf(E)=-11anclfda7?=1,sjnlcc 
ntably rnanv functions. Let { fn : e a 2) dew 
let :X -b [-I, 1.1 be the function with constarlt value 
x 9,@ = fa ix) (bt E Pd). It is clear that 4 is as requ 
) ic X is nmztiegenerate; 
C(X) is injbaite-dimensional, i  particdar, C(X) = 0, 
3?c# kt c 41). Let F C= X be finite so that f;h~ nearest point 
inzts fess than #E. By an easy applkatioq of 
0 le: iR” of n +a points admits a Radon 
that C(A) (I C(B) 28, it follows that @fF) 
implex c under a homeomorphism mapping F onto the 
: C(F) + C(F) - F so that b( f, id) < 4~. Then 
hile moreover gfC(X)) n X = 0, since, by 
, notice that if F C= X has cardinality n + 1, then C(F) 
sets of dimension M for all n 2 I.. We con- 
&de thet C(X) is infinite dimensional and that CdX) = 0 now follows from 
Kdler [6]. Cl 
We include the folIowing Lemma for completeness sake; it is well-known and the 
proof is strai&tfcm+wd. . 
X3. For each n E hi let A, c Q be closed so that A,+1 CA,. Thm 
C3f-l: 4 = I?: WL). 
Proof. Clearly C(f-‘j: A,,) c n: C(A,). S~ppme that there is ZI point 
By the Hahn-Banach Theorem (see Rudin [9]) there are closed and convex sets C, 
DcQmthatxEC--D,C(n~An)1=D-CandI)uC=Q.Thecompactnessof 
0 implies that A,, c D - C for some n fit IV. Consequently, 
xcfiC(A,)cC(A.)cD, 
1 
contradiction. El 
Proposition shows why we think of our psoce:;s 85 convexificatio 
. If A g: Y is dosed, then U{C(r’(y)j: y E /I} is closed. 
FM convenience put & = U(c(rp(u)): y IE A}. Let zn E 20 (n E N) be a sequence 
converging to tome point z G QI For each n G l+l et yn E A by tb 
which zn E C(fS1(yn)). Some subsequenee (y&,: k e fV} of ‘:y,: II e hi) 
nt y E A. WO:: claim that z E C(f”(y)). Suppose thal. this is not true. By 
ther% is a closed neighborhood V of y 56 that z L C’(f”( V)). Tbrt~is WI ma c
that {y,, : k 3% m} c= Vi Consequently, 
U(C(f-‘(y&J: k a m}c C(f-‘CV))c i_(& 
Since the sequence {znk: k 2 m} converges to E and since C(f”( V)) is dosed, we 
have derived a contradiction. We conclude that t E C(f’(y)& ZQ. Cl 
Notice that the extension F of f in the above Proposition is CE. In fact, each 
‘nt-inverse F-‘( y ) is an AR, being closed and convex in Q. 
t is interesting that any map can be “convexified”. That any map cau be made 
known. IF f :X -+ k’ is continuous, then the mapping cylinder M(fl of f can 
arded to be an extension of X (we identify X and X x(0}) and the nahmal 
to base is then an extension of f with contractible point-inverses. 
We are now prepared to construct he Example. 
2. IBe con&wtion 
We will only consider compact AR’s and compact ANR’s. A kmmpactum X has 
triuiuf shape if X has the shape of a point (i.e. when X is embedded in 8~1 ANR, it 
R be cont:*acted to a point within any of its neighborihoods). The map f :X + Y 
tween compacta X and Y is cell-like (or GE) if f is onto and each p&t-inverse 
’ Cx j has trivial shape. For more information on shape theory see Borsulc [3]. 
e will make use of the following results. 
eerem (a) (Chapman [4]). If A c Q is a Z-set of trivial shape therz the space 
t&in from t7.l by identifying A to a point is homeomurphic to Q; 
and Y are ANR’s and if f :X+ Y is CE then f-*(A) 
~~~~j~~ shape for any i bsed subset A c Y of trivial shape ; 
continuous surje;tion f : Q -) X has &e prop&y thtzt each 
convex, then Xis an AR. 
zw and Kozlowski prove far more general results than stated here, but 
ove special cases, we did not bother to state their’resuits 
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t QO Ed QI be copies af Q so that Q2 s Qan.Qi is a Hillbert cube which is 
m 2-t Both in Qo-arid Qr (Lemma 1.1). AS is well-known, the Homeo- 
a Extension Theorem implies that QOU Qi - Q (Anderson [l]). Let C3 
(i = 0,l j denote the convex closure operator in QI. IE addition, let f : Qz + X be a 
nut have trivial’sh~ (see the introduction). Without lo 
ume that each point-inverse f’(x) of f is infinite (the map 
bed in the introduction does not have this property, howetrer by replacing Q 
x[-1, l]anddefiningg:Qx[-1,11+X byg=forr(bere:rristheprojection 
onto the @rst coordinate) we find a CE map from Q onto X so that each point-inverse 
is infinite). Define 
Zf = UKf(f w: x E Xl 
and Ff :Zf -+X by Ff(z) =x if z E Ci(f-‘(x)) (i =Q, I). By Lemma 1.2 (iii) each 
point-inverse of Fr is a Hilbert cube (notice that a closed subset of an anti-convex 
s&pace of Q is anti-convex). in addition, by Proposition 1.4, Zi is closed and F, is 
continuous. 
s&p 1. tet Yo=(QouQt) vFox' 
Notice that Y. is obtained from QOU QI by identifying each CO{ f-‘(x)) to a point. 
Let wo: Q. u Q1 + Y. be the quotient 3nap. Notice that each point-inverse ~0’ (y 1 i 
either a point or a Hilbert cube. Aiso, no 102 = f, in particular, HO = X 
Theorem 2.1 (c), no(Ql) is an AR. By VJhitehead’s Theorem (see [2, 9.17]) this 
implies that YO is an AR. 
Let x E X be arbitrarily chosen and consider Cl(f-‘(x )). Since, by J,emna 1.2 (iiL 
f’(n) is a Z-set in CI(f-l(x)) and since f-‘(x) has trivial shape, ‘Jye have that 
n&xf-‘(x))) = G~f-‘wlf ‘(4 = Q (Theorem 2.1 (a)). 
Define G : no(&) +X by G(~P&)) = x if z E CI(r’(x)). By the remark above, each 
point-inverse G-‘(x) of G is a Hilbert cube, Clearly G is continuous. 
step 2. Let Y1= YO vaX. 
Notice that Yl is obtained from YO by identifying each Cl(,s-‘(x))/f-l(x) to a point. 
Let ~1: YO 3: Yl be the quotient map. Notice that each poinMnverse n ;’ (y ) is eith 
a point or a Hilbert cute. Also, nl 1 X = id, in particular, n-l(X) = X. 
&?p 3. Let Y2 = Q1 VFI X 
Notice that Y2 is obtained from Q1 by identifying each C,( f-‘(x)) to 8 point. 
7~2: Ql+ Y2 be the quotient map. It is clear that Y2 = ~17&21) and that m = 
1rlno(Q1. By Theorem 2.1 (c), Y2 is an AR. 
Claim, Yl is not ma ANR. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that Yl is an ANR. Since ~1: I% + YI is a CE m 
ANR’s, and since Y2 is an AR, by Theorem 2.1 (b), v r 1 ( Yz) has trivia 
Put Y3 = QI vfX. Siace Y3 = V$ ( Y2) the space Y3 has trivial s 
Ipzl be a retraction. Define s : Y3 + X by 
S(X)=X b- E XL7 
S(Y) ==fMYN 
320 J, VW nsiu/ A etwc8ee~ In A&‘#! 
It is cleat that s is a retraction, Since Y3 has @Mal shape” 
Y3 it follows that X has t&M shape (Borsuk [31). We have 
This clearly solves Borsuk’s problem. 
2% Remmk. It can be shown that I$ is not movable rild therefore dc tlotbwE 
the shape of any ANR. 
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